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• Define any three of the following fifteen functions in Haskell. Defining more than three
is appreciated, but not necessary. Some of the exercises are follow-ups to others; it
may be a good idea to choose them together.

• Also, define three functions that aren’t in this list, based on your ideas, preferably
connected to your main field of interest.

• Use recursion in all of your definitions. Don’t use list comprehension (you can use list
definitions of the form [1..10], [’a’..’z’] etc.) If a Haskell library has a built-in
solution for an exercise, don’t use it. If you need syntax that wasn’t covered in the
class, google it. If the description doesn’t cover all cases, be creative!

• The exercises range from the more elementary to the more advanced. Choose those
that are at your level. Have fun! :)

1. Type Int -> String

Description Produces a string that contains the first n characters in the alphabet
{a, . . . , z} in alphabetic order. If n is larger than alphabet, start over again from
a.

Example
> alphlist 2

"abc"

> alphlist 29

"abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcd"

2. Type Int -> [String]

Description Produces the list of all the strings of a given length over the alphabet
{a, b, c} in alphabetic order.

Example
> alphlist 2

["aa","ab","ac","ba","bb","bc","ca","cb","cc"]

3. Type String -> Bool

Description Checks whether a string contains at least one vowel.

Examples
> hasvowel "cbur"

True

> hasvowel "cbvr"

False

4. Type String -> Bool
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Description Checks whether a string of brackets is syntactically correct (that is,
every opening bracket has a matching closing bracket, and vice versa).

Examples
> brackets "(()())"

True

> brackets "(()())(()))"

False

5. Type String -> Bool

Description Let us define strong palindrome as a string that reads exactly the same
forwards and backwards. The function checks whether a string is a strong palin-
drome.

Examples
> palstrong "kayak"

True

> palstrong "canoe"

False

> palstrong "(#̂ ̂#)"
True

6. Type String -> Bool

Description Let us define weak palindrome as a string that reads the same forwards
and backwards if you neglect the characters that are not letters (that is, spaces,
commas, etc), and you treat an uppercase letter identical with its lowercase
version. The function checks whether a string is a weak palindrome.

Examples
> palweak "A man, a plan, a canal: Panama!"

True

> palweak "Able was I here I saw Elba!"

False

7. Type String -> String -> Bool

Description Checks whether string1 occurs as a substring of string2.

Examples
> substring "ich" "Friedrich Nietzsche"

True

> substring "Freund" "Sigmund Freud"

False

8. Type Int -> Bool

Description Checks whether the input is a prime.)

Examples
> prime 2017

True

> prime 2018

False

9. Type Int -> Int

Description Produces the next prime number (that is, the least prime larger than
the input).
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Examples
> nextprime 20

23

> nextprime 2017

2027

10. Type Int -> Int -> Int

Description Produces the list of the prime numbers between given limits.

Examples
> primesbetween 1 2

[]

> primesbetween 1 3

[2]

> primesbetween 10 20

[11,13,17,19]

11. Type Int -> Int

Description Produces the list of the first n prime numbers.

Examples
> primelist 2

[2,3]

> primelist 11

[2,3,5,7,11,13,17,19,23,29,31]

12. Type Int -> String

Description Expresses an integer as a binary numeral (as a string).

Examples
> tobinary 2

"10"

> tobinary 10

"1010"

13. Type String -> Int

Description Decodes a binary numeral.

Examples
> frombinary "1111"

15

> frombinary "1010101"

85

14. Type Int -> Int

Description Produces the nth element of the sequence of Fibonacci numbers. We
solved this in the first session, but that version was pretty slow, because the
recursive process bifurcated at each step. Find a solution without bifurcation.

Examples
> fibonacci 10

55

> fibonacci 40

102334155

15. Type String -> String -> String -> String

Description Substitutes string1 for the first occurrence of string2 in string3 if there
is one. (This syntactic operation is the core of Markov algorithms.)
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Examples
> substitute "philosophers" "greeks" "All greeks are mortal."

"All philosophers are mortal."

> substitute "philosophers" "greens" "All greeks are mortal."

"All greeks are mortal."
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